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Motivation:
Requirements in language learning: 
● to provide regular level evaluations to both learners and 

teachers 
● to group learners homogeneously in order to set adequate 

teaching objectives and methods.
Our proposal: error-independent approach to compute levels

Task: 
To classify French learners of English according to levels of the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 
(CEFRL)

Purpose:
To build a model for the prediction of learner levels as a function 
of language complexity features.

 Introduction

 Data

● Modeling issues: skewed distribution of the data

● Coarse-grained vs. fine-grained POS tags:
More subtle tagsets (i.e. Penn Treebank tagset, punctuation) 
possibly yield more fine-grained results at the expense of 
precision: more relevant but more error-prone

● L1 and level-specific features: 
Features based on potential errors made by a given population 
of learners

● Lexically based metrics:
Variations in word spelling impact metrics based on number of 
tokens

Discussion

● Binary classification: [A1,B1] & [B2,C2] to reflect main 
distinction in third level education requirements

● Use of Penn Treebank Tagset
● Semantic and discourse-based metrics

Conclusions and Future Directions

Corpus: 
● French-L1 subset of EFCAMDAT (Ref) 
● Manually annotated with the six CEFRL levels (A1 to C2)
● 41,626 texts (approx. 3,298,343 tokens), 
● 128 essay topics 
● 7,695 French learners

Dataset: 
● Automatically computed language metrics  based on PoS-tagged and 

parsed texts (REf to Liu and Korpus)
● Matrix of complexity metrics and CEFRL-related classes:

Results

Predicting CEFRL levels in learners of English on the basis of  
metrics and full texts

2.Features

Readability metrics
● Text difficulty
● Average number of words/sentence 

combined with average word length, 
e.g. ARI, LIX, Flesh-Kincaid

Machine learning models
Supervised-learning approach
Adjacent classes - 5 pairwise models
Tested models:
● Gradient Boosted Trees for model explanation
● Elastic Net
● LSTM 

Syntactic complexity metrics

● Type token relationship, e.g. TTR
● Type factor ratios, e.g. MTLD

Lexical diversity metrics

● Syntactic measures : # of T-Units, 
Words, Sentences, VP, NP etc. (Lu, 
2011)

● Indices (based on T-Unit): MLS, MLT

Morpho-syntactic features

● Bag of words with word counts
● PoS frequency per text
● Syntactic dependency relations
● Zipf-scale category

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Train set 8,436 5,489 3,819 1,715 330 33

Test set 9,169 6,095 4,286 1,799 412 43
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